NEW WIRELESS CHARGER

Introductory Special

$56

Offer valid through February 28th, 2020

- Tamper-resistant duplex receptacles meet NEC to meet NEC. Patented shutter system – now with black “invisi-shutters” for an invisible effect – helps prevent improper insertion of foreign objects

- Combination Duplex receptacle includes one 5-volt DC USB port that work with USB 2.0 and 3.0 devices

- The wireless charge plate provides a convenient charging cradle that wirelessly charges all Qi compatible devices

- Back and side wiring terminals for installation flexibility: accommodates #14 AWG - #10 stranded copper wires

- Available in multiple colors: White, Ivory, Light Almond and Black

- Overall 3.1A charging capability

- Qi certification ensures a safe, reliable wireless charging experience